
Mana 1071 

Chapter 1071 - Inconceivable! II 

The events occurring hereafter have to be described as if they took place over a long period of time...but 

they truly took place in a matter of seconds. 

Within the Chthonian Universe, Noah's body trembled with unknown strength as his eyes moved at light 

speed to lock on to the 9 terrifying existences. 

The Cosmic Treasure within his Origin rumbled excitedly as it felt waves of mana surging into it, Noah 

planning on using this treasure fully for offense against these unbeatable foes as he knew it would be 

very hard to hurt them any other way! 

The Dao for Subterfuge was also churning wildly as the main objective remained to keep this trump card 

hidden no matter what. 

The crimson color and oppressive demeanor of a Cosmic Dao was not shown as what Noah displayed to 

the outside world seemed like a black essence that was a mixture of Chronos and Annihilation, his mind 

moving rapidly to make sure everything was working as it should before he made a move! 

BOOM! 

Like a glorious arrow that had been shot forth from a bow, Noah tore across space faster than light as he 

flew towards the terrifying Three-Faced Old One. 

His hand was outstretched as he was seemingly throwing out a mere punch towards the enormous 

Chthonian that was nearly 5 times his size! 

But it was no mere punch as the moment of his arrival...the fabric of the Universe would be torn as this 

Subjugation of the Usurper would face the wrath of an emotionless Ruination Sea. 

As Noah moved like a brilliant flash of light towards the Three-Faced Old One, his Animus Summons 

were shimmering with even more brilliance. 

Around all of Noah's summons, purple-crimson runic circles filled with the essence of Chronos revolved 

around them constantly. 

This was so that even if their bodies were undergoing a process of destruction from the attacks of these 

terrifying enemies, they could instantaneously use [Temporal Inversion] as they would always go back to 

a period before they were being destroyed! 

It was like the attacks of the Subjugations of the Usurper were bulldozers destroying a building, and yet 

the constantly usable casts of [Temporal Inversion] were always rebuilding the destroyed building 

before it entirely collapsed. 

It was a process that nobody could utilize but a single being. 

A process that required immense amounts of mana to use and keep constant at all times! 



This was the power that surrounded all of his summons as the Blue Slime was the first one to take the 

lead, his cerulean blue eyes shining brightly as his figure warped in front of one of the Trepidities of the 

Deep. 

The attack of this Blue Slime was straightforward as with the identical figure of Noah's Cthulhu form, 

countless tentacles flew from its mouth as its jaws expanded terrifyingly, the light of Extinction and 

Chronos shining madly as the Slime went for a straightforward attack to try Devouring right away! 

ROAAAR! 

The bellow of the Queen of Dragons shook everything thereafter as the twin Draconic Serpents joined 

their aunt side by side, the dense aura of Dragons erupting out majestically as the three of them took on 

the other Trepidity of the Deep, their jaws releasing pillars of Dragon's Breath that were filled densely 

with the essence of Ruination. 

It was a glorious sight as colorful pillars of right from the many heads of Tiamat and the Draconic 

Serpents tore apart space, all rushing towards a single Subjugation of the Usurper. 

Beside them, the Golden Crow released its wings majestically as the heat was enough to burn millions of 

galaxies, letting out a space shattering cry as burned with golden brilliance while smashing towards one 

of the enormous Demonic existences from the Abyssal Universe! 

OOOOH! 

The Kingly Calamity Bear was close at hand as at some point, a majestic obsidian crown had appeared 

above the head of this monstrous summons, its fur glimmering with white and black luster as it rushed 

forwards to arms outstretched towards the other Demonic Existence. 

Meanwhile, the Oculothorax, Leviathan, the Galaxy Devouring Serpent, and the Obsidian Panther all 

turned into gorgeous streaks of light as they rushed towards the remaining Subjugations of the Usurper 

from the Liberated and Microbial Universes! 

A deadly ray of extinguishing light filled with the essence of Ruination released from the golden eye of 

the Oculothorax as it threatened to obliterate even the Microbial existence that could barely be seen. 

The figures of the Leviathan, the Galaxy Devouring Serpent, and the Obsidian Panther all glimmered 

brightly as they released terrifying attacks of their own that contained Ruination Essence, and all of the 

Summons collectively still had the swirling runic circles of Chronos that represented Temporal Inversions 

which could be utilized at any time! 

All of this...happened as Noah's figure tore across space at the speed of light, his form of a Cthulhu 

shining a brilliant galaxy aurora of colors as he shot towards the planetary sized Three-Faced Old One 

that had already opened its front facing mouth, releasing another pillar of chaotic light that was even 

larger than Noah himself to smash against his coming figure. 

THRUUM! 

Noah's body lit up with an obsidian light at this moment as it seemed like a black hole had appeared 

around him, this black hole sucking in all of the chaotic essence released from the mouth of the 



planetary figure as the shocking scene of a black hole traveling through the deadly pillar of light was 

created! 

…! 

Noah's figure wasn't damaged as he traveled through this terrifying pillar of light that could tear apart 

any Paragon, his figure looking like a primal and unstoppable might that traveled across all odd as he 

reached the enormous body of the Chthonian soon after! 

He had actually torn the fabric of the Universe around him as he moved, keeping it around his body as 

thereafter, he focused the process of the rupture of the Universe on his fist the moment he came in 

contact with the terrifying figure of the Three-Faced Old One. 

A simple fist. 

One that didn't seem to have any sense of power within it. 

But from this fist, the fracture of a Universe spread out as the Sea of Ruination...was actually the attack 

that the Subjugation of the Usurper faced. 

From Noah's fist, a maddening black light bloomed as his figure actually seamlessly entered the hard 

body of the Three-Faced Old One, entering one side as he shockingly came out the other! 

WAA! 

He entered from one of its faces, and he actually cleanly cut through as he appeared out the other! 

"..." 

Silence descended on the stellar battlefield. 

Chapter 1072 - Glorious And Undeniable Might! I 

What was the most destructive attack that a being could face? 

Such a question was an extremely hard one to answer, and it was because it could be answered 

differently depending on the level of power the being in question was! 

When it came to existences in the Universal Realm, attacks with something as unique as the essence of 

Ruination were extremely hard to defend against. When one further went ahead and brought the 

Ruination Sea itself into the equation… 

RUMBLE! 

The result could be seen as the current situation played out! 

Noah's 10,000 mile figure had gloriously smashed into the Three-Faced Old One as at the point of 

impact, he had utilized the Cosmic Treasure RUINATION to create a rupture in the very fabric of the 

universe they were in, and this rupture moved with him from one side of the creature to another. 

So this being had truly faced an attack that ripped apart the fabric of the Universe itself, Noah closing up 

these ruptures as he moved as nobody was the wiser on the mechanics behind his attack. 



As for the result of it? 

…! 

Every watching soul watched on in silence as a clean and crisp 10,000 mile cylindrical hole was torn 

through the enormous figure of the Three-Faced Old One. 

THRUM! 

Its enormous body trembled as if it had received shock coursing throughout, but it didn't let out a single 

cry as even after all that...its pairs of crimson eyes were only filled with confusion. 

Confusion as to how what just happened was possible! 

BZZZT! 

The body of the enormous Three-Faced Old One began to tremble unstably after losing one fifth of its 

body, and it was in a central area at that as mixtures of essence within it began chaotically moving. 

Even amidst the shock, its focus was placed on Noah as it saw this being glimmering with the mysterious 

dark essence around his body, about to make another move that could force this unbeatable being to 

dire straits! 

In this moment of great shock and focus, a twinkle of blue flashed out. 

Something completely unexpected to everyone occurred as a certain being that was in an entirely 

different location had instantaneously changed courses and acted as by the time it was noticed, it was 

already too late. 

The Blue Slime in the terrifying Cthulhu form had made its target one of the Trepidities of the Deep, its 

jaws and tentacles having been expanding rapidly as many saw the attack of the cerulean Chtulhu one 

that wanted to simply swallow the enemy in front of it! 

But as the body of the Trepidity shone brightly and was about to blast the tentacles and jaws of the Blue 

Slime away...this being disappeared entirely. 

This was because this Devouring attack of the Slime wasn't meant for the Trepidity. 

Master and Summon were working in synchrony at this moment as all this time...the target of the Blue 

Slime had always been the Three-Faced Old One! 

It had always been the enemy that Noah would attack and keep its attention for even less than a 

millisecond...and this minuscule period of time was all that the Blue Slime needed to carry out a 

shocking action. 

The moment that the Three-Faced Old One had a hope created through its body as it began to shake 

unstably and focus on Noah's next attack, it found that a glimmer of a blue viscous mass suddenly 

appeared to cover all of three pairs of eyes. 

'What was this?' 



What was this. This was the last thought that the terrifying existence that had become a soulless 

Subjugation of the Usurper would have before in the next second, the jaws of a cerulean Chtulhu that 

had expanded to be 5 times bigger than its own body appeared to fully clamp around it in an instant- its 

momentary lapse in focus allowing for the terrifying reality about to play out! 

<<Universal Devouring >>. 

...WAP! 

A flash of cerulean blue. 

A 50,000 mile existence that could not be defeated by anything other than a Hegemony disappeared. 

An existence that an Antiquity promised would not be something that Paragons would even dream of 

touching…was eradicated simply as Noah and the Blue Slime schemed against it! 

The moment the Subjugation of the Usurper disappeared, the Hegemonies watching outside the barrier 

felt their brains buzz and go numb. 

Many did a double take as they recalled what they just found out in the past seconds- the fact that these 

beings had battlepower that was at the border if not spilling into the Realm of a Hegemony, feeling like 

the Aped Paragon might finally fall for the enemy's schemes! 

But… 

What was this?! 

Just what had happened?! 

BZZZT! 

After the disappearance of the Three-Faced Old One, all that was left was the Blue Slime. 

From the body of this creature...billions of lines from the Galaxies within its Origin began to connect as 

its body shone brilliantly. 

The shocking aura it released began to shoot up crazily as it thundered towards the boundary of a 

Paragon. 

It thundered towards the Realm of Galactic Filament as it strove to connect all 100 Billion Galaxies no 

matter what! 

--- 

"Huh?" 

Across the folds of space and the rivers of time. 

In a place very few beings were capable of traversing, with those who could traverse it choosing not to 

as it violated certain laws...within this region, there was the consciousness of the Great Usurper that 

was actively increasing how much focus it gave to a certain Cosmos. 



Other ventures were put on hold or aside for now as the Great Usurper pulled the strings ever tighter, 

and yet he found out at this moment that the other side had begun to fight back with even more 

ferocity! 

First, the Authority of the Antiquity was challenged when this being sensed something piercing into one 

of the Universes that the Tools of Descent were drawing essence from, and now...the Authority he 

placed in his Subjugations was actually violated as one of them was quite literally wiped away. 

Not defeated, not destroyed by a terrible Cosmic Essence....but simply wiped away as if it didn't exist! 

Chapter 1073 - Glorious And Undeniable Might! II 

His Authority was actually violated on two fronts as even with the increased consciousness and support, 

the Cosmos he wanted to descend unto actually fought back even harder. 

RUMBLE! 

His consciousness bellowed out powerful waves of power at such a juncture as his gaze became even 

more focused. 

"Merely a Cosmos that hasn't even produced an Antiquity, and you think you can deny one?" 

WAA! 

His voice was deep and ancient as his cerulean blue eyes shone dangerously, this being closing these 

brilliant eyes at this moment as he...took a deep breath. 

Thus breath acted as a method to solidify the consciousness within this space, one being able to see 

many thin blue chains appearing from his body as they extended onto multiple directions towards the 

vast rivers of time this being could access! 

When he took the breath, the blue chains that were spread out began to snap off one by one as in a 

matter of seconds, only a single line of a chain remained. 

It began to shine brighter and grow larger than all the others as this line...was connected to the 

Primordial Cosmos. 

The Antiquity released all other attachments and connections to who knew what destinations as within 

seconds, his focus fully came unto the Primordial Cosmos. 

"I will not let a Cosmic Treasure escape my grasp...such a thing is even a rarity to pop up in Cardinal 

Cosmos!" 

RUMBLE 

The line connecting this consciousness to the Primordial Cosmos became even larger and brighter with 

his words, his blue eyes releasing rays of terrible light as in the next moment, terrifying waves of 

essence began to undulate from him in waves. 

They traveled across the mirrored rivers of time as soon enough, they caused horrendous effects in the 

Primordial Cosmos. 



In the next moment, the Universal Constructs across the 9 Universes shook powerful as a second later, 

they radiated immense rays of crimson obsidian light as the cocoons around these Constructs began to 

expand at a visible speed! 

Ambrose, the Cerulean Hegemony...all the Hegemonies put in charge of protecting the Constructs were 

shocked at the development as they saw the thrumming Cocooca release terrifying waves that flew out 

to the ends of the Universes. 

The 9 Universes then began to oscillate powerfully as with the permeation of the essence of the 

Antiquity, the Universal Amalgamation proceeded even faster as the fusion of Universes and the coming 

together of the cocoons within them...would only need a matter of days now! 

Not a few weeks, but a matter of days if not shorter depending on just how profound the Authority of 

Antiquity being released was. 

It meant that the descent of Antiquity was coming down much faster than many realized or expected! 

As he tore across the Microbial Universe with a glimmering Sword of Primordial Essence, the 

Oathkeeper felt this change even more closely as his determination soared, the white Sword in his 

hands glowing ever brighter as he pushed back the figures of Chronos and the Goliath! 

The Oathkeeper had not called any reinforcements over when he began his relentless attacks, but many 

Hegemonies had now divided their attention and gathered outside the boundary of the Microbial 

Universe after his shocking actions were known. 

They could see the broken boundary of the Universe and the glorious figure of the Oathkeeper 

surrounded by the pristinely white Primordial Essence, tearing across the space of the Microbial 

Universe as he seemed to be walking across a viscous area that was hard to move in with every step. 

The viscosity was of course the authority of the Antiquity that denied entrance to the Universes to 

anyone that didn't have their auras branded, but the Oathkeeper was forcefully tearing this apart with 

the use of a Cosmic Treasure! 

The Hegemonies watching his brilliantly shining figures could only continue watching as even when they 

tried, none of them had the capability to withstand the authority of an Antiquity and force their way in. 

They could only watch the brilliance of one man as he tore across the void of the Microbial Universe, his 

eyes dead set on the shining Universal Construct there! 

--- 

Within the Origin of the Blue Slime, the number of connected Galaxies very quickly surpassed 60 Billion 

with the Devouring of a single Subjugation of the Usurper. 

BZZZT! 

While essence was meant swirling around the Slime, Noah's figure only left behind after images as he 

didn't sit still! 

The Unkillable existences...could be killed as long as there were some unique methods implemented. 



What was shocking was that even after a being had fractures torn across its body as it received an attack 

that tore apart the layers of the Universe, they were somehow still alive as only after their scheme 

successfully worked did the creature fall. 

Unless these existences were devoured entirely by the Ruination Sea, it was extremely hard for one to 

actually kill them! 

But Noah...didn't even dare to kill them. 

This was because their value as nutrients were too astounding! 

They held within them an authority of an Antiquity as their value was who knew how many times 

greater than the Incarnations of Chaos as at this time, Noah could feel from the Origin of the Blue Slime 

that a single Universal Devouring of these existences had granted it over 20 billion new lines of 

connections. 

From 55 Billion to 75 Billion. 

The Blue Slime actually just had to devour two more of these terrifying Subjugations of the 

Usurper...and he would be able to complete all 100 billion connections! 

Thereafter, a Universal Seed would be created as with it, one could bring forth a Universe. 

Hegemony! 

Ah! 

WAA! 

As the Blue Slime shone gloriously while releasing horrendous waves of power, the tentacles of its 

Cthulhu form vibrated with happiness as its cerulean blue eyes locked on the remaining 8 Subjugations 

of the Usurper. 

The looks that the Blue Slime was giving forth were filled with such immense longing that one could 

mistake it for him looking at his loved ones! 

But there was no love there. It was only the greed of Devouring and grasping Hegemony! 

Chapter 1074 - A Dream Of A Universal Seed I 

The might of the Subjugations of the Usurper was undeniable. 

The aura alone that they displayed was enough to terrify any Paragons as the shocking truth of their 

power edging towards Hegemony remained. Yet… 

Why did it seem like the might of the beings with the glimmering white Stars of Conquest was much 

more maddened and relentless?! 

Why did it seem like they all were putting everything they had on the line?! 

BOOM! 



The attacks of Noah's summons landed on their respective targets as a glorious burst of color erupted 

out. Noah himself appeared in front of the Trepidity of the Deep as his body moved forward at the 

speed of light, his right arm outstretched as a single punch was what was leading the way. 

The Cosmic Treasure was ready to be utilized at any point as Noah wanted to continue tearing apart just 

two more of these existences as that was the reason why he and his summons were maddened! 

They were fighting as if their lives were on the line because they could almost smell Hegemony! Not for 

themselves, but they could see a glimpse of Hegemony for the Blue Slime as when this occurred...the 

power their side could display would rise by an insane margin. 

The soulless Subjugations of the Usurper shook slightly at such unyielding might, but this was when the 

aura of the Antiquity began to madly spread across the Chthonian Universe as the Antiquity fully 

focused his gaze onto the Primordial Cosmos! 

The auras of the 8 remaining Subjugations began to rise crazily as unlike everything else, these beings 

actually seemed capable of absorbing the essence of Antiquity that was spreading throughout the 

Universe. 

The Trepidity of the Deep in front of Noah absorbed this aura as its tentacles rushed out madly with a 

glimmer of a myriad of Cosmic Essence, but Noah was unhindered. His gaze was placid as even with the 

shocking might these existences displayed, there was a single reality that didn't change. 

Existences of this level could not defend against an attack capable of tearing apart the very fabric of a 

Universe. They could not defend against the Ruination Sea! 

Hegemonies could not do so! 

Even those that had broken past the Universal Realm and began inching towards the Universal Filament 

Realm which was normally the stage where Antiquities began to pop up...even these beings only held 

enough power to survive in the Ruination Sea for a period of time, but that was all! 

Unless they had something as unique as Ruination Essence or Primordial Essence, or they were powerful 

enough to have arrived at the stage of a Cosmos. It wasn't until they reached the Cosmic Realm that one 

could somewhat defend against the terrors of the Ruination Sea! 

Even though the beings before him were powerful, they had not even reached Hegemony. 

So against the millions of tentacles that erupted from the Trepidity of the Deep, Noah only pushed 

forward his fist. 

THRUUUM...RIP! 

The Cosmic Treasure was activated as seemingly, a black hole surrounded Noah on all sides as it sucked 

in everything! 

He expertly controlled the Cosmic Treasure to create a fracture of the Universe only around his body 

and erase them as soon as he left, and he conducted the same move that heavily damaged the Three-

Faced Old One against the current Trepidity. 



Like an unstoppable moving 10,000 mile blackhole,? his figure moved through as the body of the 

Trepidity had a hole at this center soon after, Noah coming out the other side. 

It didn't matter that there was just an eruption in the essence that the Antiquity released, nor did it 

matter if they were strengthened! 

Against an attack that ripped apart a Universe, they could not defend! This was the terror of a Cosmic 

Treasure. 

This was just a glimpse of what one could do with it! 

WAA! 

As if on cue, the figure of the Blue Slime appeared a moment after the Trepidity was given a hole 10,000 

miles large, its essence in chaos as during this period of time, the tentacles of the Slime wrapped around 

it as terrifying words were uttered soon after. 

<<Universal Devouring>>. 

WAP! 

A shimmer of blue, and another Subjugation of the Usurper disappeared. 

"..." 

The scene could scarcely be believed, but it was a terrifying one as it caused the other 7 Subjugations to 

bellow out vigorously while their bodies poured out resplendent attacks! 

Noah's summons were at the forefront of these as the Chronos Essence swirling around them in the 

form crimson purple runic circles activated, the Damage their bodies were receiving becoming inverted 

soon after as their lives were not taken even if they faced stupendous abilities. 

This was the Uniqueness in Daos such as Chronos! 

OOOOH! 

The figures of the 7 Subjugations glimmering bright crimson lights after seeing another one of them 

inexplicably disappear, their gazes transferring over from Noah and onto the Blue Slike briefly as they 

looked at this being. 

As their gazes turned over, they ridiculously saw the ever rising aura of this creature as unbeknownst to 

them, the Devouring of a second Subjugation gave the Blue Slike another 20 Billion connections! 

They could only blame themselves for being such good sources of nutrients as 200 Incarnations of Chaos 

had only been able to give the Slime 55 Billion connections. 

Yet just two of them had given him 40 billion as when they now gazed at him, they were shocked to 

realize a unique aura was coming off this creature. 

The Subjugations weren't the only ones as the Hegemonies watching from outside the boundary of the 

Chthonian Universe were even more shocked, a feeling of familiarity being felt when they looked at the 

Cthulhu form of the Blue Slime. 



The feeling of familiarity came from the aura...and it was the aura they were very in tune with. 

It was the aura of a Hegemony, and it had begun to slowly erupt from the Blue Slime at this moment! 

Chapter 1075 - A Dream Of A Universal Seed II 

A trace aura of Hegemony! 

It meant this creature would inevitably be able to form their Universal Seed soon as thereafter, it would 

bloom into a Universe. 

But… 

"What the hell…" 

A Hegemony couldn't help but curse when they watched this scene play out, the sequence of events 

being extremely shocking as the aura of this Blue shimmering Cthulhu was nowhere near what it was at 

the start of this battle. 

But it then swallowed up two terrifying existences that could only be defeated by Hegemonie as at this 

moment, it seemed like just a few more connections were needed before an advancement could be 

made! 

Such a scene confounded many as they scrambled to find answers that would make such a thing into a 

reality! 

But this was when the face of the Great Old Nazzagath froze in a stupor as his aged eyes locked onto the 

cerulean figure of the Slime in Cthulhu. 

He then unconsciously voiced out what put him in a stupor as his words were silent, but they rang like 

bombs into everyone's ears! 

"That's...the Universal Emperor Slime…!" 

…! 

RUMBLE 

Shock and realization entrenched the faces of the Hegemonies as they looked towards the figure of the 

Blue Cthulhu with a myriad of expressions. 

"A Universal Emperor Slime...that- that should not be possible!" 

An impossibility had yet again appeared! 

The Hegemonies looked at the blue shining existence even closer as everything seemed to click into 

place, their gazes going through a myriad of emotions as they thought about many things. 

An event that had occurred many, many years ago appeared in their minds once again as many of them 

seemed to have arrived at an epiphany, but even with this epiphany...their faces still turned somber 

soon after. 

It was a mystery what was going on in their minds! 



--- 

The figures of the Subjugations of the Usurper erupted with power as even with the essence of Chronos 

protecting Noah's summons and the Temporal Inversion working to rewind any injuries they received, 

their figures were still pushed back a few hundred miles! 

Then, the 7 shining obsidian existences all turned towards the blue figure of the Blue Slime as they 

considered this being the worst enemy. 

Not Noah who could create holes the size of his body when he moved against them, but this being that 

could somehow erase everything about them in a second! 

They considered this figure much of a threat because they could also sense the aura of a Hegemony 

beginning to stem from it. 

It seemed like this being was on the cusp of a breakthrough, and they had to do all they could to stop it! 

Otherwise...their only weakness would be exposed. 

Their only weakness was Hegemonies. 

So they moved to protect themselves. 

RUUMBLE! 

A gorgeous array of light flashed out as while all 7 terrifying beings thundered towards it, the Blue Slime 

wasn't the least bit fearful as it looked towards them with fervor and happiness. 

Beside the Slime, Noah's enormous Cthulhu form appeared protectively as he stretched his arms out, 

the obsidian colored essence that had helped eradicate 2 Subjugations stretching out dangerously. 

The two of them seemed to be getting ready for an all out battle against the rushing Subjugations, but it 

was entirely different than many expected as while the Subjugations formed a ring to surround Noah 

and the Blue Slime- the rest of the Animus Summons that were pushed back had also formed a ring to 

surround them! 

Then, Tiamat called out lightly as out of nowhere, a purple crimson clock appeared in the skies and 

gushed out the essence of Chronos. 

[Temporal Halt]. 

BZZZT! 

Space and time seemingly came to a halt, but the figures of the 7 Subjugations were too powerful as 

their bodies vibrated intensely, and they broke out of the Temporal Halt a moment later as they 

continued! 

But…. 

[Temporal Halt]. 

The Galaxy Devouring Serpent spoke out. 



[Temporal Halt]. 

The Obsidian Panther spoke out. 

[Temporal Halt]. 

Even Tiamat again spoke up! 

All of Noah's summons at this moment fully utilized the feature of spamming as they called forth 

multiple Temporal Halts, all of them focused on the moving enemies below as with so many of such 

Halts layered...they came to a stop for more than a second before they could break through. 

This one second was a decider that would change many things. 

This one second was an action that would steer the course of history in a vastly different direction than 

what many beings expected. 

SHAA 

Within the second of the halt, the Blue Slime appeared next to the nearest Subjugation of the Usurper 

who turned out to be the last planetary sized Trepidity of the Deep. 

His jaws expanded as tentacles wriggled out, wrapping around the enormous body of the creature 

within the one second as… 

<Universal Devouring>. 

WAP! 

Like the blinking of eyes,?the last Chthonian among the Subjugations of the Usurper disappeared. 

When all of them broke through the time halts with sheer power and might, they found that another 

one of them had disappeared! 

They also found...a particular shining blue creature that had begun to release blue rays of light that shot 

out across hundreds of thousands of miles. 

The rays contained a magisterial aura that wasn't that of a Paragon! 

It contained the pristine and magisterial essence of something else entirely as at this point, 100 Billion 

Galaxies were fully connected in the Origin of a certain being. 

BZZZT! 

The body of the Blue Slime undulated majestically as a glorious sense of awe descended. 

Inside of its Origin, 100 Billion clear lines of connections rang throughout the galaxies as at this moment, 

they all shone in unison and resonance as a boundary began to form over them! 

This boundary was crystalline blue in color as it was extremely beautiful...and this boundary represented 

the outer layer of a seed. 

At this moment, a Universal Seed coalesced within the body of the Blue Slime as a second later....it 

bloomed! 



Chapter 1076 - A Slime Rides The Winds Of Destiny! I 

Hegemony. 

A title given to a being that had successfully birthed a Universe within their Origin! 

The title had many meanings, but the main and central focus from the definition of this word at this 

moment was its meaning of dominance. 

Dominance! 

The capability to utterly and completely dominate others based on one's own ability! 

A few beings very correctly displayed the dominance of a Hegemony as these were the true experts of 

this level. 

An example was the Oathkeeper that was currently wielding a glimmering Sword of Primordial Essence 

as he tore across a Universe while working against the authority of an Antiquity and two other powerful 

Hegemonies! 

Chronos and the Goliath were free of any restriction as the Oathkeeper actually felt the effects of 

Corruption of the Usurper, Malignant Madness, and Heretical Malediction. 

Yet...this being was unhindered as with the Cosmic Treasure releasing waves of Primordial Essence in 

hand, he tore across everything on his path as he approached a Universal Construct. 

This was dominance! 

This was true Hegemony! 

Now...yet another being was stepping into the rank of a Universe within the Primordial Cosmos. 

All eyes were on the singular form of a cerulean Cthulhu that emanated this blue light for millions of 

miles. With all 100 Billion galaxies connected, a Universal Seed had formed as the vast number of 

connected galaxies came together and seemingly fused into one! 

All 100 Billion Galaxies fused together seamlessly, giving birth to the Universal Seed that bloomed...and 

carefully structured and formed a Universe. 

THRUUUM! 

Brand new Galaxies bloomed from the Universal Seed, these Galaxies being strongly interconnected as 

they had a starry cerulean color! The moment the Seed bloomed and spat them out, the aura outside 

the body of the Blue Slime changed. 

A terrifying aura and might erupted from it as the essence of a being that had successfully formed their 

own Universe reverberated out! 

OOOOOH! 

The Blue Slime bellowed forth gloriously at the newfound sense of power and freedom! 



A unique authority seemed to descend unto its body as mana conduction and efficiency, mana reserves, 

Origin, life force...everything about it went through a qualitative change. 

Then, its body transformed from Noah's similar Cthulhu form as with a glimmer of blue, the image of a 

Planetary sized blue slime appeared! 

As if breaking out of a cocoon! As if he could finally and freely be his true self! 

…! 

The glorious form of the Blue Slime became clear to all as the eyes of the watching Hegemonies 

trembled with confirmation and stupor. 

On this day, the last Universal Emperor Slime had achieved the Realm of a Universe, fulfilling the destiny 

of its name! 

Universal! 

… 

In the Dark Universe, Noah's main body was surrounded by a storm of golden essence currently, his 

figure being elevated far above his subordinates as they all stared at him from below while also trying to 

stare at the shocking development on the illusory screen that shoved the events in the Chthonian 

Universe. 

The storm of golden essence surrounding Noah were vast seas of Destiny and Fortune, Noah having 

utilized them with such success that they raged ever higher, the boon this time around not just befalling 

the Blue Slime alone. 

Yes, the Blue Slime had ridden Noah's waves of destiny and fortune in this ordeal to obtain the most 

benefits, but it was still a being that was bound to Noah! 

Its power...was also Noah's power. 

Its strength was also Noah's strength! 

So when the Blue Slime rose to Hegemony...Noah also obtained the shocking power of the Universal 

Realm, even if it was through his Animus Summon! 

While his clone was fused with it, Noah had been there to feel and witness the birth of the Universal 

Seed and of the blooming Universe that was glimmering brightly at this moment, his heart feeling like 

his road had been paved forward so damn smoothly. 

Something even more shocking was that through their connection, Noah was getting a myriad of 

information sent to him as he found that while stepping into the Universal Realm...the Blue Slime that 

had truly become a Universal Emperor Slime had unlocked a new racial ability and even had an 

enhancement in the <<Universal DEvouring >> ability! 

Noah's eyes released gorgeous beams of golden light as he focused on this feed of information and 

quantified what he was getting. 



[Blue Slime](PRISMATIC+) :: An Animus Summon at the UNIVERSAL Realm. A unique species that is the 

last of its kind in the Primordial Cosmos. This Blue Slime comes from the thought to be perished lineage 

of Universal Emperor Slimes that were hunted down to extinction in the Animus Universe by a coalition 

of beings from the Primordial Cosmos. Its unique composition gives it complete immunity to physical 

attacks and 90% Damage reduction to all other forms of damage. This Blue Slime has assimilated a 

Myriad of Grand and Lesser Daos, and has currently gained comprehensions in the Cosmic Daos of 

Chronos, Extinction, Annihilation, Phantasm...It has fully become a Universal Emperor Slime as the racial 

ability <<Universal Devouring>> can now stay true to its name and devour Universes themselves. The 

action of Devouring a Universe accelerates the process for an existence to form Universal Filaments and 

achieve a state known as Apocryphal Antiquity- a Realm of power not achieved through the Marks of 

Antiquity acting to completely morph one's Galaxies into Dao Galaxies. No Universal Emperor Slime in 

the Primordial Cosmos has ever successfully utilized <<Universal Devouring>> due to its sheer 

impossible mana requirements. The last time a Universal Emperor Slime tried to do so, it only held a 

Universe hostage for 1000 years in the Primordial Cosmos. Aside from this, the racial ability of 

<<Universal Sense>> has been unlocked, allowing the Universal Emperor Slime to have a sense of 

direction on other Universes outside of the Primordial Cosmos. 

…! 

A description of the Blue Slime similar to the one that Noah had seen when he first obtained this 

creature and contracted it, but it was much different this time around as many new things were added! 

Chapter 1077 - A Slime Rides The Winds Of Destiny! II 

From the information Noah was receiving, an abundant amount of surprises could be found. 

One was the fact that shockingly, <<Universal Devouring>> could now...devour a Universe. 

Well, it was a feature that actually fit its name more, but it wasn't even something Noah thought of 

trying before! 

One must recall that it had only been a matter of months for Noah to elevate a Spiritual Land into a 

Universal Core and fuse it to a Universe, never would he have thought that he would be bound to a 

creature that could actually devour such Universes. 

Such an action...would make it possible for the Blue Slime to do what many found impossible to do! 

It was the action that Chronos and the Goliath could not do, it was why these beings had reached out to 

another force. 

Antiquity! 

The Blue Slime could actually obtain Antiquity if he went around doing the monstrous and questionable 

thing of devouring entire Universes as by the end of it, he would obtain something called Apocryphal 

Antiquity. 

Apocryphal. This word had many meanings, but it was along the lines of questionable, fake, or even 

fictitious! 



It wasn't the natural way that existences obtained Antiquity, being something that this unique race of 

Universal Emperor Slimes could do alone. 

Yet, even they weren't able to do it as after millions of years, only a single Emperor Slime had held a 

Universe hostage while they were fighting for their lineage, but even they did not succeed. 

As always, the problem lay in mana! 

Mana seemed like a natural restriction in existence for many things, preventing many beings from doing 

shocking things that would otherwise shatter the balance of natural power. 

But… 

RUMBLE! 

The essence around Noah raged madly, a terrifying smile appearing on his devilishly handsome face as 

though he was surrounded by golden seas of Destiny and Fortune...this smile seemed extremely 

menacing. He had such a smile as he thought about how he was an exception. 

He could make it possible! He could supply all the mana that the Blue Slime needed if ever an 

opportunity to swallow an entire genuine Universe arose! 

"Ah…" 

He calmed himself down as he thought of such shocking possibilities, looking at the newly unlocked 

feature of <<Universal Sense>>. 

A terrifying ability by itself, and one that held terrifying implications. When Noah glanced at this, he 

became somber as at this moment...he would only think about the current Universes within the 

Primordial Cosmos. 

He already had too much on this plate as when it came to what was out there in the vast Ruination 

Sea...it was something for another time! 

RUMBLE! 

He was taken out of his thoughts as the seas of fortune and destiny raged around him even harder, the 

situation continuing to unfold in the Chthonian Universe as at this time as the figure of the true Blue 

Slime appeared before everyone. 

The viscous body was shining a starry blue, the entire slime seeming like he had vast numbers of blue 

planetary bodies swirling beautifully throughout. His eyes were an even brighter shade of blue as when 

they opened, they released terrible might as they caused the surrounding void to shake! 

The aura of a Hegemony...fully unfolded at this moment as the eyes of the Blue Slime gazed over a 

certain area. 

It actually wasn't the 6 remaining Subjugations of the Usurper, but the eyes of the slime actually turned 

up as they crossed innumerable light years of the Chthonian Universe to gaze outside the boundary at 

the figures of the many watching Hegemonies! 

WAA! 



The eyes of the Great Old Nazzagath shook along with all the Hegemonies that felt the gaze of the Blue 

Slime, feeling as if they were being stared at by a shockingly deadly predator! Within the eyes of the 

Blue Slime, they felt a sense of power and hidden wrath as the first thing that this being did when he 

achieved Hegemony was gaze towards the Universal Realm experts of the Primordial Cosmos. 

The beings that had been moving to the very forefront when the race of Universal Emperor Slimes were 

eradicated! 

RUMBLE! 

A weaker Hegemony that had only achieved this level a few million years ago was even pushed back by 

the gaze of the Blue Slime alone, this existence letting out a silent harrumph as his gaze then turned 

towards the 6 Subjugations of the Usurper. 

The Hegemonies outside of the boundary felt like they could breathe thereafter, but as they gazed upon 

the glimmering body of the Universal Emperor Slime, they couldn't help but think of what outcome this 

existence would seek in the near future! 

In the Chthonian Universe, the 6 remaining Subjugations were those from the Abyssal, Liberated, and 

Microbial Universe. 2 of each...but these beings weren't letting out the terrifying might they released 

before. 

This was because their only enemy was a Hegemony. 

At this moment...such an existence stood before them as what else was there left to say? 

WAA! 

Noah's Primordial Ruination Clone and even the Animus Summons gazed towards the Blue Slime 

without doing a single thing, watching as this existence began to release a circular field of light from its 

body that eventually expanded and formed a starry cluster of Galaxies in the nearby hundreds of 

thousands of miles. 

It actually seemed...like a manifestation of the Universe within the Origin of the Blue Slime, this 

manifestation being brought to the outside world at this moment as shockingly, he superimposed his 

Universe onto a genuine one! 

"Universal Authority." 

THRUM! 

The voice of the Blue Slime rang out languidly, the childish tone still apparent in the voice as this 

Hegemony utilized an authority unique to Universal Realm experts. It was the superimposition of their 

Universe into the surroundings, an ability that made them king within this area as if no other Hegemony 

existed to dispel the {Universal Authority}, they were unhindered within the area! 

It was also a dangerous authority to utilize as if an even more powerful Hegemony released their 

Universal Authority and it was much larger than yours, your very Origin would be hurt since it was 

manifested outside. 



So very rarely did Hegemonies display their precious Universes outside of their bodies unless it was a life 

and death battle, but the Blue Slime...the Blue Slime had no such fears. 

His Universe was superimposed on another as while staring at the bodies of the 6 Subjugations of the 

Usurper, he called out lightly! 

"Extinction." 

…! 

BZZZZT! 

It wasn't the cast of a skill or any ability. It was just the Blue Slime speaking. 

It was just a word! 

Yet in the next second, boundless essence of Extinction emerged from the illusory Galaxies of the Blue 

Slime displayed outside, descending instantaneously on all the Subjugations as space itself shattered 

and tumbled! 

The bodies of the Subjugations of the Usurper shook in a terrifying manner as one could see skin and 

bones fly out, as if the defences of these terrifying existences didn't even exist. The same essence...was 

utilized by a Hegemony as its effect was ridiculous. 

All 6 Subjugations of the Usurper that had nearly even destroyed Noah's Primordial Ruination Clone 

before could only shake at a single word from the Universal Emperor Slime at this moment, all their 

figures becoming ravaged by Extinction! 

It was undeniable might. 

Undeniable dominance! 

It was genuine Hegemony! 

Chapter 1078 - Aim For A Universal Construct! I 

How could one describe the feeling of commanding the power of a Universe under their fingertips? 

Noah was relishing this feeling at this moment, the actions and thoughts of the Blue Slime he was fused 

with being akin to his own as all he could say when it came to power at the Universal Realm...was that it 

was addictive! 

RUMBLE! 

The moment the vibrant Blue Slime uttered the words 'Extinction', this essence rushed out in droves 

from the galaxies of the Manifested Universe as they surrounded the figures of the Subjugations of the 

Usurper on all sides. 

These beings that were just showing off crazy levels of battle power seemingly became docile when such 

an attack rained down, giving the effect of them having somehow gotten weaker. 



But they hadn't gotten weaker, it was just the might that the Blue Slime released at the Universal Realm 

was just that much greater! It was similar to how a baby would not be able to put up much of a fight 

against a man. 

To the Blue Slime that was now a Hegemony, these beings in front of it were no more than big babies! 

If we take this analogy further and expand it to Noah and how he was able to stand against Hegemony 

Dark Shadow with the use of [Plot Armor] and the Hegemony of Necromancy from just testing his 

attacks, Noah was akin to a genius baby that was given a gun that he could shoot endlessly. When 

putting such a baby against a man, one or two shots were bound to hit! 

This was the feeling of power that Noah was currently taking in. 

The feeling of looking at the beings that decimated his other summons that his clones fused with in a 

single hit...and they were currently struggling against the {Universal Authority} of a Hegemony as their 

bodies creaked under the pressure of the utterance of 'Extinction'. 

"Ah…" 

Noah sighed endlessly at such power as the Blue Slime looked at the constricted figures of the 

Subjugations that couldn't even move, the ethereal voice of this existence ringing out slowly once more. 

<<Universal Devouring>>. 

RUMBLE! 

A cluster of essence erupted out as the cerulean body of the Blue Slime expanded in an instant, covering 

an area of tens of thousands of miles as this area contained the figures of all the remaining Subjugations 

of the Usurper. 

The two from the Microbial Universe, Abyssal Universe, and the Liberated Universe all trembled as they 

suddenly felt the viscous film around them, their soulless eyes seemingly gaining a hint of fear and 

unwillingness as soon after that… 

WAP! 

They disappeared! 

The beings that were giving Noah and the others so much trouble had actually been taken care of so 

seamlessly and easily by the Blue Slime that was currently a Hegemony! 

"..." 

The field of battle was entirely silent as even the three original Chthonian Paragons that had come to 

greet Noah were shaking fearfully. 

Outside of the boundary of the Chthonian Universe, the Hegemonies looked at these scenes with 

varying expressions as their gazes were somber at the illusory manifested Universe that the Blue Slime 

was blatantly displaying. 

Great Old Nazzagath looked at such a scene as his voice was the first one to rumble out. 



"Seeing the gaze of this existence...he will be looking for answers on what happened all those years 

ago!" 

His words reminded every Hegemony of a distant past when creatures such as the one they saw before 

them ran rampant, filling multiple Universes as their power was something to be feared! 

Events had progressed in such a way that eventually, all Hegemonies had come to agree on the 

resolution that the race of the Universal Emperor Slimes were too destructive as they had to be 

eradicated. 

At the lead of this was… 

"This wasn't on our shoulders, the one who spearheaded this whole ordeal was Chronos! He must have 

been scheming something in the very beginning to have. If you consider how the events played out, he 

might have even been the one to instigate the race of the Universal Emperor Slime to do what they did 

until the war broke out…!" 

RUMBLE! 

A sonorous voice from the Hegemony of Light rang out, a dazzling woman with wings of light speaking 

out as her words made many Hegemonies ponder! 

But at the end of it all… 

"It does not matter whether we were played or if it was a scheme of Chronos. Each of us participated in 

the eradication of the Universal Emperor Slimes. Now that we know Chronos's nature, we can definitely 

question his intent behind it all...but it doesn't matter!" 

The voice of the Great Old Nazzagath resounded out powerfully as this Chthonian seemed entirely 

exhausted! 

"It doesn't matter because we all have their blood on our hands!" 

WAA! 

A disastrous set of words, and it was ones that made the mood around the many Hegemonies even 

more somber. But there were some that were those with high pride and honor, even among those 

currently standing alongside Oathkeeeper. 

"So what?" 

A voice perked up that caused many eyes to turn towards it. 

It was from a Hegemony that had the exact features of a fantastical existence known as a dwarf, this 

being holding the stature of a dwarf but being over 500 meters tall just with their natural body alone! 

This was a Hegemony that stemmed from the Universe of Metal, a Universe that held a myriad of races 

like this who were proficient in anything to do with metal working and smithing as they created the 

most renowned Dao Treasures across the Primordial Cosmos. 

The one who spoke just now was the Hegemony of Smithing, a being that had risen far above his peers 

as he claimed such a title by himself! 



The golden hammer that this Hegemony of Smithing carried on his hands glimmered as he spoke out 

with a sense of calm and power. 

"It was events a long time ago, just mistakes of the past. If he seeks answers, we will give them to him. 

But what can he do? What are you all fearful of? He just achieved Hegemony, and even if it was through 

the schemes of Chronos...many of us have faced Universal Emperor Slimes before!" 

RUMBLE! 

Chapter 1079 - Aim For A Universal Construct! II 

"...He just achieved Hegemony, and even if it was through the schemes of Chronos...many of us have 

faced Universal Emperor Slimes before!" 

…! 

The voice was filled with the majesty of a Hegemony as some eyes shone while others became filled 

with distaste. 

Even with the powerful universal Realm Hegemonies of the Primordial Cosmos, there were many 

characters who had vastly different mentalities even if they stood on the same side! 

"Hegemony of Smithing, you…!" 

Great Old Nazzagath had an angered expression as he turned towards the Hegemony carrying the 

enormous golden hammer, shaking his figure thereafter as if it wasn't worth it and instead turning his 

gaze back onto the events within the Chthonian Universe. 

These beings before them were fighting with their lives on the line to save the very Universes they called 

their homes, and would treat them as such when the time came? 

This aged Chthonian had many thoughts swirling in his mind as even after he sent the commands for all 

those under his influence in the Chthonian Universe to accept the rule of the Tyrannical Emperor that 

now moved with a Hegemony, he still felt like he wasn't doing enough. 

Just sitting around and watching, that was all they were good for at this moment. 

And yet some of them had to gall to talk?! 

--- 

In the Chthonian Universe, Noah's Primordial Ruination Clone looked at the devastating scene of the 

Blue Slime wiping out the Subjugations of Chaos within seconds as his eyes shone with an excited luster, 

wanting to obtain such a power himself as he wondered what level his clone could display it! 

After he finished reveling in this feeling though, he got himself back on track as he thought about what 

he would be doing now that he had unexpectedly gotten his hands on the power of a Hegemony. 

Conquering the remaining universes….such an action could now be done with ease! 

The only problem was standing against the Hegemonies protecting them. But even then, could these 

beings match up to the power of the Universal Emperor Slime? 



Could they match up against a being that would soon be seeking answers from all the Hegemonies in the 

Primordial Cosmos?! 

RUMBLE! 

When Noah thought about such things, his gaze became firm as millions of thoughts crossed through his 

mind every second. 

A path formed in his mind. 

One that was built by the seas of fortune and destiny that his main body was currently swimming in as 

he collected more and more Marks of Antiquity! 

At the end of it all, his gaze turned towards a certain direction. 

At the same time, the gaze of the stupendous Planetary sized Blue Slime also turned its gaze into this 

direction. 

It was where the Universal Construct of the Chthonian Universe lay! 

It was the location that a Chthonian Hegemony protected! 

Noah and the Blue Slime looked towards this position as when considering the power they could now 

wield, they considered the plans of Chronos to be as good as done. 

They would simply tear apart the machinations of this being with pure strength from now on, and they 

would start with the Universal Constructs that allowed for the descent of Antiquity! 

Towards the direction that the gaze of the Blue Slime was pointing to. 

The other Chthonian Hegemony that had sided with Chronos was standing in front of the huge cocoon 

like Universal Construct as when he saw the blue eyes of the slime turn this way, this aged being 

couldn't help but utter out… 

"Fuck…" 

…! 

Ah! 

At the same time this occurred, the relentless figure of the Oathkeeper in the Microbial Universe was 

getting closer and closer to the Universal Construct within this Universe, the might of Chronos and the 

Goliath not being enough to withstand a Hegemony that could wield a Cosmic Treasure! 

OOOOOH! 

Billowing white luster continued to wave out of the Oathkeeper in waves as with the Sword of 

Primordial Essence in hand, he tore across the authority of the Antiquity as he was currently a few 

hundred miles away from the cocoon like Universal Construct. 

He could already see it in front of him as the Cerulean Hegemony that was in charge of protecting this 

Universal Construct looked towards the scene of the Goliath and Chronos trying to stop the Oathkeeper 



in shock, his somber expression loosening soon after when the auras of multiple Hegemonies began to 

appear in the Microbial Universe! 

It was reinforcements from the other 8 Universes, each of them turning into streaks of light as they 

rushed towards the battle to make sure the Oathkeeper wouldn't move any further! 

Such a development caused the Oathkeeper's eyes to flutter as his momentum only increased, but he 

actually stopped advancing forward as the swirl of the Primordial Dao around him only became more 

and more intense. 

When he looked at the mere few hundred miles away he was from the Universal Construct, he nodded 

his head as he seemed to think it was enough, grasping the Primordial Disk within his hands tightly as 

the Universe within his Origin thrummed! 

WAA! 

He had less than half of his mana reserves remaining, but they depleted at this moment to 25% as he 

used over one fourth of all his mana in an instant, the Primordial Disk within his hands letting out 

glorious waves of light as he spoke to it calmly. 

"Take me through the same folds of space that Primordial Essence created...take me to that Universal 

Construct…" 

BZZZT! 

As if a machine had been fed with all it could need for a terrifying task, the Primordial Disk vibrated 

intensely as it released a shocking light to cover the Oathkeeper, causing for a fantastical scene to occur 

in the next second! 

As multiple streaks of light that represented Hegemonies tore through the void to reinforce Chronos and 

the Goliath against the terrifying Oathkeeper, this being actually stopped his advance as a second 

later...he disappeared. 

…! 

Shock and stupor appeared in the eyes of all as when they sensed the aura of this domineering being 

again...it was actually behind them! 

WAA! 

Even past the crimson boundary that protected the cocoon like Universal Construct, the Oathkeeper had 

actually appeared just a few meters away from the pulsing outer layer of this terrifying Tool of Descent. 

His Sword of Primordial Essence raised up as his expression was impassive, his eyes showing the light of 

dominance of the being that deserved to be the number one strongest in the Primordial Cosmos! 

With a shocking eruption of light, a Sword filled with Primordial Essence smashed into the Universal 

Construct! 

Chapter 1080 - Aim For A Universal Construct! III 



As Noah had just gazed towards a Universal Construct and began making his way towards it with the 

Blue Slime, the Oathkeeper had shockingly achieved this goal first as his Sword of Primordial Essence 

thundered onto a Universal Construct under the eyes of Chronos and all other Hegemonies. 

Chronos looked at such a scene with sheer shock and frustration as his figure burned with light trying to 

reach for the untouchable figure of the Oathkeeeper, the others being too shocked as they could barely 

even act! 

The Cerulean Hegemony that was the closest to the Universal Construct as he was supposed to be 

protecting it actually froze in place as he fearfully looked at the glimmering Primordial Disk within the 

hands of the Oathkeeper with greed and fear. 

That was a Cosmic Treasure! 

Under the aid of such an item, the glorious Sword of Primordial Essence thundered down and smashed 

into the cocoon like Universal Construct! 

BZZZZT...BOOOOM! 

A sound akin to Clusters of Galaxies exploding rang out, the Universal Construct putting up a fight in the 

beginning but soon after…its outer layer shattered in a shower of blood as this phenomenon acted like a 

chain reaction. 

The Primordial Essence permeated throughout as pristine white spread all around, every area it passes 

exploding in a glorious fashion as the enormous Universal Construct began breaking down from the 

point of contact and continued throughout! 

The Primordial Essence was like a poison to it, and this poison spread out to cover all of this huge 

structure in its entirety within seconds, it had permeated throughout as the tool of Descent only 

continued to break. 

Akin to dominoes falling. 

When a single piece failed, the rest of them would. 

The entirely of the Universal Construct that many light years large began to vibrate unstably from the 

point of impact as it was like an egg in the process of breaking apart, and it shockingly did so a few 

seconds later as it exploded out with a shower of gory blood and pulsing crimson masses! 

…! 

Shock and horror spread throughout at such a scene as Chronos had an ashen look. 

The black hole on the Goliath's head shook terribly as The Cerulean Hegemony and the few Hegemonies 

that had come to aid Chronos against the Oathkeeper were currently only staring forward in shock and 

stupor! 

Those outside the broken boundary of the Microbial Universe were also frozen in a stupor as they 

watched the breakdown of the Universal Construct...and the glorious figure of the Oathkeeper. 



At this time, the Oathkeeper floated in the chaotic void as Primordial Essence swirled around him 

mythically, this being looking extremely regal as he stared at the bloody pieces of Universal Constructs 

silently. 

His gaze seemed lost for a few seconds before it focused on another set of beings. 

Chronos, the Goliath, the Cerulean Hegemony, and all the other Hegemonies that were within the 

Microbial Universe all fell under his gaze! 

In their shock and stupor, they heard the voice of the magisterial being. 

"Vile creatures." 

RUMBLE! 

The Oathkeeper only had less than one fourth of his mana remaining, but his aura remained as immense 

as ever. 

He called out to these beings as the Primordial Essence around him coagulated and thrummed, actually 

ready to attack after achieving something as shocking as breaking apart a Universal Construct! 

He was the first to notice among many that after the breakdown of the Universal Construct, the 

Authority that prevented Hegemonies from entering and the aura of an Antiquity that pressed beings 

from all around had disappeared! 

With such knowledge in hand, the Oarhkeeper looked at all the beings that turned their backs against 

their own Cosmos as he moved. 

The shimmering pristine white finally brought everyone back to attention as their senses warned them 

of immense danger, Chronos's expression becoming more and more ashen as he bellowed out! 

"Pull back!" 

WAA! 

His words caused reality to dawn on many, his own body beginning to flicker away with a spatial light as 

the Goliath did the same. 

Against the terrifying and relentless aura of the Oathkeeeper, these powerful Hegemonies actually ran 

as one of the fastest ones to do so were the two most powerful ones, the Cerulean Hegemony, and then 

all the other ones followed! 

Even though it was against a single existence, none of them stayed behind to fight anything out with 

him. 

This was dominance! This was true Hegemony! 

With a Universal Construct in tatters, the Oathkeeper didn't find anyone to battle against as they all 

disappeared, his gaze becoming impassive as the aura around him died down. 



He only had one fourth of his mana reserves left, and any further battle would have actually put him in a 

difficult spot. His thoughts were many as when he sensed the freed Universe around him, his heart was 

at peace. 

He had taken out one Universal Construct today, and once his essence recovered fully within half a day, 

he would be able to start again on another Universe! 

Like this, he would put everything on his shoulders and stop the oncoming descent of Antiquity! 

He turned towards the Hegemonies in the skies who were still looking over in shock as he voiced out. 

"Will you all just continue staring and gawking there? Come down here and secure this Universe!" 

RUMBLE! 

--- 

The events of the Subjugations of the Usurper being erased and the destruction of a Universal 

Constructs had not happened too far in time. 

They came in sequence, one after another as the Great Usurper felt them first hand! 

"What?!" 

THRUM! 

His voice boomed out from the unique space where only souls and wills could exist, his powerful eyes 

staring across the vast rivers of time as he locked on to the one he currently had all of his focus on. 

He actually found that the unbeatable Subjugations that could not be taken down by anything other 

than a Hegemony which he had sent forth were actually erased, and they were erased with a power that 

definitely didn't belong to a Paragon! 

This was followed by the destruction of one of the Tools of Descent as it made his descension into this 

Primordial Cosmos that much more complicated. 

The form of this being vibrated with power as it actually seemed to become even brighter, a crimson 

light occupying it as the cerulean blue eyes it held flashed gloriously with power. 

"You want to stop my descent this badly? It only means there are many more benefits waiting for 

me...and I will not let them slip so easily!" 

RUMBLE! 

 


